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Abstract
In order to solve the problems of low productivity and poor quality stability of manual welding production mode, a multilayer and multi-channel welding trajectory control method for welding robot is proposed. Firstly, the relationship between the
welding current and the forming size of V-groove multi-layer multi pass welding was established by welding process test. At
the same time, the starting point of the welding torch can be determined by using the feature point information. In order to
verify the feasibility of the above method, V-groove medium and heavy plate workpiece is taken as the test object, and the
weld bead is preplanned based on the self-defined filling scheme. The welding parameters are corrected by the above method,
and the calculated starting point position of welding gun is compared with the actual welding gun position to verify its
accuracy. The results show that the welding parameters of the weld bead can be modified effectively and the position of the
welding gun of each pass can be accurately determined by this method, and the error is small. The maximum error of feature
point extraction is 9 pixels, and the average error is 5.83 pixels
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1. Introduction
Welding robot have the advantages of a stable welding
quality, an improved welding labor productivity, and an
improved welding working environment [1]. Since the first
emergence of the industrial robot, welding robot has been
developed vigorously. Single-side welding robot servo
integrated workbench has several advantages, such as
convenience, economic structure, compact space, stability
and durability. It has significant advantages in ensuring the
zero position accuracy of welding gun quality, electrode
cap mold, welding quality and so on. It plays an important
role in the equipment maintenance process, and has been
successfully applied to FANUC robot. However, the
current welding robot system is the first generation or
quasi second generation robot, only according to the
traditional teaching online way to carry out welding work,
the trajectory of the welding process can not be well
controlled. In the actual welding, there are often
deformation, clearance and misalignment. In order to
avoid the negative impact of these factors on the quality of
the workpiece, the industrial robot is urgently required to
have the ability of information feedback and intelligent
control. The application of machine vision in industrial
robot is a hot spot in robot research. The robot uses a six
degree of freedom manipulator to reach the welding point
conveniently and flexibly, while avoiding the singularity
of its motion trajectory and fully ensuring the stability of
the mechanism. Because the precision industrial camera
can capture the optical characteristics of the workpiece and
reflect it in the CCD lens of the camera, through the visual
* Corresponding author e-mail: zhaobaiyang2020@126.com.

pattern recognition algorithm based on gray processing,
the workpiece can be recognized and located in the
gradient direction of edge pixels or geometric elements, so
as to realize high-speed visual acquisition, and integrate
the functions of image preprocessing, feature extraction
and recognition, target positioning, etc., and high hardware
processing capacity. Another task is to plan the control
strategy of the control system, compile the upper computer
software, optimize the multi axis trajectory, and realize the
servo control. Finally, a prototype is developed and the
verification experiment is carried out. The results show
that the welding robot has the characteristics of high
stability, high efficiency and high precision when the
welding joints are random and the workpiece contour is
irregular [2]. The method of quantifying and compensating
the path deviation of intersecting curve determined by
robot welding path. Weld location is a technical means,
which can be used to determine the position of some key
points on the intersection curve. The welding sequence has
an important influence on the formation of stress and
deformation in multi pass welding [3, 4]. At present, most
of the artificial sensing navigation methods for service
robots focus on the improvement of local path planning
and reactive navigation, without considering the global
environment. Then, a global path planning method based
on pedestrian perception global range and multi-level cost
graph is proposed [5]. The robot moves smoothly along the
welding path to obtain higher position accuracy. This can
be achieved by limiting the motion and dynamic changes
of the robot joints, such as joint jitter, acceleration square
sum torque when the robot moves along the welding path.
In addition, robot walking should be completed in the
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shortest possible time to maintain productivity [6].
Considering the external disturbance and dynamic
uncertainty in the process of welding robot trajectory
tracking, the controller can effectively suppress the
chattering caused by sliding mode control algorithm,
effectively realize the trajectory tracking of welding robot,
and improve the robustness of the robot [7].
However, the key to solving the above problems is
welding robot planning technology, including welding task
planning, welding process parameters planning, welding
robot path and trajectory planning and control. In this
paper, according to the law of the influence of welding
process parameters on the weld shape, the functional
relationship between the weld cross-section area and wire
feeding speed and welding speed is established to realize
the welding parameter planning. Through the equal section
method, the multi-layer and multi pass welding path
planning of double-sided V-groove workpiece is carried
out, and the spatial position and posture of welding gun are
predicted, and the arrangement law of multi-layer and
multi-pass welding of thick plate is established. Then,
according to the D-H parameter method, the welding robot
model is established in MATLAB, and the welding path is
simulated to verify the feasibility of road force planning.
Finally, through robot art, the off-line programming
software establishes the three-dimensional model of the
workpiece and the robot [8], analyzes the spatial position
and posture of the welding seam according to the
workpiece groove, carries out the trajectory planning and
simulation analysis of the workpiece by using the
optimization law of the welding process parameters and
the multi-layer and multi-channel arrangement law of the
thick plate, and then carries out the post-processing of the
program, and imports the program into the robot control
cabinet to guide the robot to automatically weld the
workpiece. Experiments are carried out to verify the
feasibility of the program and realize the track control of
multi-layer and multi-channel automatic welding of
welding robot.

welded, only one layer is required, which is a single-layer
single pass weld.

2. Multi-Layer and Multi Pass Welding Path Planning

Asymmetric x-groove is generally used for spherical
tank assembly welding, taking V-groove as an example,
this paper studies the section planning of multi-layer and
multi pass welding path.

2.1. Robot motion path
The robot’s motion path is composed of target points,
and the motion modes between target points are mainly
linear interpolation (MOVL), arc interpolation (MOVC)
and joint interpolation (MOVJ). The pose information of
robot target points recorded by teaching box or offline
programming software can be solved by inverse
kinematics of robot to calculate the robot joint angles
corresponding to different target points [9].
In the process of thick plate multi-layer multi pass
welding, there are many welding seams, each welding
seam contains multiple paths, and each path contains
multiple target points, as shown in Figure 1. The more the
target points, the higher the motion accuracy of the robot.
However, if there are too many targets, the efficiency will
be reduced. If the arc is too long and the amount of filler
metal is too much, it will overflow to the base metal,
which is easy to cause overflow. The welding sequence of
each weld bead in metal welded joints is different,
resulting in different residual stresses. The weld is the part
piled up or filled with welding materials on the surface or
between the base metals. Weld bead refers to the number
of specific welds in a layer of weld. If a thin workpiece is

Workpiece

Weld 1

Weld 2

Weld n

Path 1

Path 2

Path n

Target point 1

Target point 2

Target point n

Figure 1. Relationship between weld, path and target point

2.2. Welding parameter planning
When the wire diameter D is constant, the wire feeding
speed V1 and welding speed V2 determine the crosssectional areas of weld bead filling. The equation is as
follows:

S=

 D 2V1

(1)

4V2

Among them:  is deposition efficiency. The
deposition efficiency  of MAG robot automatic welding
used in this paper can reach 90-98%. According to
Equation (1), when the welding conditions are determined,
the cross-sectional area of weld bead filling can be
controlled by adjusting the wire feeding speed and welding
speed.
2.3. Weld bead section planning

C

B
A

Figure 2. Actual section of V-shaped weld filling

C

B
A

Figure 3. Theoretical section of V-weld filling

Figure 2 shows the actual section of V-shaped weld
filling process. The first layer a weld bead is backing weld,
which can be approximately triangular. The second layer is
composed of two weld passes B and C. The first B weld
bead of the second layer can be approximately
parallelogram, and the second C weld bead of the second
layer can be approximately trapezoidal or triangular.
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Figure 3 shows the results of approximate treatment for
each pass of V-shaped weld.
When planning the V-groove multi pass welding path,
the shape of each groove section perpendicular to the weld
bead can be approximately treated as the same, so the
position distribution of each weld bead in each section is
the same [10]. After simple regularization of the weld bead
section shape, the spatial position information of each
weld bead in the groove section can be obtained, thus the
arrangement rules of multi-layer and multi pass welding
can be established [11].
In order to simplify the study, the equal section
planning method is adopted in this paper. The crosssectional area of each weld bead is required to be the same,
and the number of passes per layer is also required to be
the same as the layer number of the layer.
Assuming that the number of filling layers of V-groove
is n, then the total number of passes of filling groove Cn
is:

Cn =

n(n  1)
1
2

(2)

As shown in Figure 4, given the height h and angle θ of
groove, the cross-sectional areas of V-groove can be
calculated as follows:

S =H 2 tan


2

(3)

In the actual welding process, there will be 1-2 mm
reinforcement C. According to Equations (2) and (3), the
cross-sectional area Sn of the weld bead can be calculated
as follows:

S (2 H  C ) tan
Sn =



2

Cn

(4)

According to Equation (1), when the welding
conditions are constant, the wire feeding speed and
welding speed can be adjusted by the cross-sectional area
of the weld bead.
Set up a coordinate system with point o as the origin, as
shown in Figure 4, the upward direction of vertical
weldment is z axis, the inward direction of vertical groove
section is x axis, and the horizontal right direction is y
axis. After regularization of each V-groove section
perpendicular to the weld bead, the change of x-axis
coordinate value of the target point of the vertical weld
bead section can be ignored. Let the height of the first
layer of the weld bead is hi, the height of the i-layer is Δ
hi, and the coordinates of the corresponding target points
PI and j on the j-pass section of the i-layer are (yi, j, zi, J).
There are:

hi =

i (i  1)
Sn
tan 

(5)

1

2

n

P1 (x, y, z)

H
1

2

z

1
y

0 (x0, y0, z0)

Figure 4. V-groove equal section planning

2.4. Position determination of welding gun
After welding bead layout planning, the position and
posture of welding gun should be planned. In order to
facilitate welding, the origin of the coordinate system
between the weld and the welding gun is usually set as the
same. The position of the welding torch is determined by
the spatial position of the welding seam Pi, j. the posture
of the welding torch needs to be determined according to
the geometric characteristics of the weld. In order to
prevent the collision between the welding gun and the two
sides of the groove, it is necessary to adjust the welding
gun posture to ensure that the welding gun is always on the
bisector composed of the target point and the groove [1214].
The coordinate system is established with point o as the
origin. The z axis is vertical workpiece upward, x axis is
vertical groove section inward, and y axis is horizontal
right, as shown in Figure 5. Suppose the deflection angle
of welding gun is Δα, and the angle between adjusted
welding gun and groove is β. P i, j (yi, j, zi, j) represents the
fixed-point position coordinates of the weld, and H is the
groove height. Given the groove height h and angle θ, the
relationships (9) and (10) between Δα and β can be
established from the geometric relationship of graphs.

tan(  -  ) =
tan(  + ) =

H tan   yi , j

(9)

H -zi , j
H tan   yi , j

(10)

H -zi , j

From Equations (9) and (10), the deflection angle Δα of
welding torch can be calculated as follows:

 H tan   yi , j 
 H tan   yi , j 
 = arctan 
 -arctan 
 (11)
 H -zi , j


 H -zi , j


i

hi = hi - hk

…

3

z

(6)

k 1

According to Equations (5) and (6), the coordinates of
the corresponding target points Pi and j on the j-pass
section of the i-layer are (yi, j, zi, J):

yi , j = yi 1,1  hi tan 

( j  1)
Sn
hi

zi , j = zi 1,1  hi

H
Pi,j (yi,j, zi,j)

(7)
(8)

y

0 (0, 0)

Figure 5. Welding torch posture planning
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or each welding layer can be welded alternately, as shown
in Figure 7.
2.5. Multi pass welding path
In order to improve the welding quality and efficiency,
offline programming is used to extract the welding
reference path of the workpiece in the multi-layer and
multi-pass welding path planning [15-17], and the matrix
transformation (translation on the Y-Z plane and deflection
transformation around the Z-axis) is performed on the
target points on the welding reference path to obtain the
pose information of the target points in other welding
paths.
It is assumed that the pose matrix of the welding gun at
point O is a and that at point Pi and j is B, as shown in
Figure 5. From the coordinates of Pi and j and the
deflection angle of welding torch Δα, the transformation
matrix t of pose matrix A and B can be obtained as
follows:

0
1
0 cos 
T= 
0 sin 

0
0

0 
yi , j 

zi , j 

1 

0
 sin 
cos 
0

(a) The welding sequence is the same

(12)

(13)
B=A  T
According to Equation (13), the torch pose matrix B of
each weld bead can be obtained by multiplying the torch
origin pose matrix A by the transformation matrix T.
2.6. Welding sequence

(b) Alternate welding sequence

The welding sequence planning of V-groove is shown
in Figure 6, and the number represents the welding
sequence [18, 19]. Figure 6(a) shows that each layer is
sequentially welded from left to right, and Figure 6(b)
shows that each layer is sequentially welded from both
sides to the middle.
11
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7

14

8
4
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3. Experimental Results
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(a) Welding from left to right
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3

2

In the alternate welding of weld bead and welding layer
sequence, due to the imbalance of heat at the arc starting
and extinguishing parts of the weld bead, the workpiece
deformation is too large and the welding quality is
reduced. Therefore, the multi-layer and multi pass welding
of spherical tank thick plate is generally selected from left
to right welding bead sequence and welding layer
sequence welding.

10

9
5

Figure 7. Schematic diagram of welding layer sequence

1

(b) Sequential welding from both sides to the middle
Figure 6 Welding sequence of V-groove

As for the welding layer sequence planning, each
welding layer can be sequentially welded from left to right,

In order to verify the feasibility and accuracy of the
multi-layer and multi pass welding adaptive planning
method, V-groove workpiece of medium and heavy plate
was used for welding test. Firstly, the number of welding
passes and welding parameters are preplanned by using
self-defined filling strategy and artificial experience. Then,
the laser stripe image of each weld bead is collected at the
same position. After image processing and feature
extraction algorithm, the image feature points are obtained.
After coordinate transformation, the actual 3D coordinates
under the robot base coordinates are obtained. The actual
coordinates of feature points are used to get the width of
the weld bead to be filled, and the relationship between the
welding parameters and the weld bead forming size is used
to modify the preplanning welding parameters. At the
same time, the position information of welding torch is
calculated by feature point information, and compared
with the actual welding torch coordinate point, the error
range is analyzed.
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3.1. Test conditions and equipment
As shown in Figure 8 which represents the test system
diagram, the whole test system is composed of robot
system, welding equipment system and laser vision
sensing system. The schematic diagram of the test
workpiece used is shown in Figure 9. The angle of the
bilateral groove of the weld is 90°, the blunt edge is 2 mm,
the gap is 2 mm, and the thickness is 16 mm. During the
welding process, the welding current and welding torch
swing amplitude of each weld bead are different, and the
other welding parameters are the same. The number of
welding passes and the welding parameters of each weld
bead are preplanned by using custom weld bead filling and
manual process experience, with a total of 4 layers and 7
passes. The welding process parameters of each weld bead
are shown in Table 1. The welding sequence and sequence
arrangement of two sides first and then the middle is
adopted respectively, as shown in Figure 10.
Robot control cabinet

IPC

Robot body

3.2. Accuracy of image feature extraction
Figure 11 shows the outline of each weld bead groove
collected by laser vision sensor. In order to see the groove
image of the weld, the original image is rotated to the left
by 90° and the coordinate value marked in the figure is the
position information of the original image feature points.
Table 2 is the coordinates of image feature points obtained
by using the related algorithms of image processing and
feature extraction in this paper. The coordinates of image
feature points are manually marked by drawing software,
and compared with the extracted coordinates. The results
are shown in Table 2. Therefore, the maximum error of
feature points extraction is 9 pixels, and the average error
is 5.83 pixels, which can be used for the subsequent
coordinate transformation.
Wire feeder

Workpiece
Vision sensor

Gas cylinder

Welding machine

Figure 8. Test system diagram

90°

16 mm
2 mm
2 mm
Figure 9. Schematic diagram of test workpiece
Table 1. Welding parameters of each weld bead pre planning
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Current
value/A

Swing/mm

Welding
speed
cm/min

Dip angle/o

Swing
frequency/Hz

Left stop/s

Right stop/s

1

180

0

24

0

0

0

0

2

290

4.0

24

0

1.2

0.1

0.1

3.1

220

3.5

24

15

1.2

0.1

0.1

3.2

220

3.5

24

0

1.2

0.1

0.1

4.1

240

4

24

15

1.2

0.1

0.1

4.2

240

4

24

15

1.2

0.1

0.1

4.3

240

4

24

0

1.2

0.1

0.1

7

6

5

4

3
2
1

Figure 10. Weld bead layout

（1034,694）

（1035,572）

(a) the first line

（1067,818）

（1072,442）

(d) the fourth line

（1050,758）

（1052,519）

(b) the second way

（1070,663）

（1072,436）

(f) the fifth line

（1054,587）

（1050,504）

(c) the third way

（1067,651）

（1075,560）

(e) the sixth line
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Figure 11. Groove outline and characteristic points after welding
Table 2. Extraction results of image feature points
Errors/pixels
Second point

Number
of
passes

The first point
Identified image
coordinates

Actual coordinates

1

(1035, 572

(1075, 560)

2

(1052, 519)

3.1

(1050, 504)

3.2

Errors/pixels

Identified image
coordinates

Actual coordinates

2

(1034, 694)

(1032, 696)

4

(1054, 517)

4

(1050, 758)

(1055, 755)

8

(1055, 501)

8

(1054, 587)

(1056, 589)

4

(1072, 442)

(1075, 443)

4

(1067, 818)

(1062, 815)

8

4.1

(1072, 436)

(1074, 431)

7

(1070, 663)

(1076, 666)

9

4.2

(1075, 560)

(1076, 565)

6

(1067, 651)

(1069, 655)

6

3.3. Finished weld
Figure 12 shows the physical picture of each weld bead
after welding, and Figure 13 corresponds to the collected
weld bead contour map. In order to see the arrangement
sequence and the general cross-section shape of the weld
bead, the end length of the current weld bead is
intentionally shortened by about 2 cm compared with the

(a) backing weld

(e) the fifth line

(b) the second way

previous one. It can be seen from Figure 12 that each weld
bead is well formed and the workpiece has a good forming
appearance after welding. This is because this method
performs matrix transformation on the target points on the
welding reference path, and adjusts the welding gun
attitude to prevent the collision between the welding gun
and both sides of the groove.

(c) the third way

(f) the sixth line

Figure 12. Physical picture after welding

(d) the fourth line

(g) the seventh line
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As can be seen from Figure 14, According to Equation
(2), if the number of filling layers of V-groove is 4, the
total number of filling passes of V-groove is 7. The
welding sequence of each weld is 4 layers and 7 passes. At
the same time, through Equation (5), Equation (6) and
Equation (12). The laser profile of each weld section is
converted into coordinates, and the three-dimensional
coordinates of the actual laser stripe points are calculated.

(a) backing weld

(b) the second way

(e) the fifth lane

The coordinates of Y-axis and Z-axis are represented by
coordinate diagram, as shown in Figure 15, the actual
restoration map of weld cross-section can be obtained. It
can be concluded that in the actual welding, the shape of
weld bead is irregular, we can simplify it in theory, but in
the actual situation, we should use the characteristic points
of weld bead to make corresponding correction measures
according to different purposes.

(c) the third way

(f) the sixth lane

Figure 13. Laser outline of each pass

Figure 14. Final physical picture after welding

(d) the fourth line

(g) the seventh line
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z axis coordinate value

Restoration drawing of finished weld cross section

215
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3

210

6

7

The seventh line
The sixth line
The fifth line
The fourth line
The third way
The second way
The first line

4

2
205

1

200
150

160

170

180

190

200

210

y axis coordinate value
Figure 15. Weld bead section restoration

According to the test results, the filling effect of multilayer and multi pass welding is basically the same as the
planning result. The cross-sectional area of each weld bead
is uniform and the welding parameters are not changed too
much. It overcomes the problems of low production
efficiency and poor-quality stability under the manual
welding production mode of the existing welding robot,
and improves the welding quality and makes the
workpiece have a good forming appearance after welding.
This is because that this method adopts the equal section
planning method to simplify the research of weld section
planning. The off-line programming method is used to
extract the welding reference path of workpiece in multilayer and multi pass welding path planning which
improves welding quality and efficiency.
4. Conclusion
In this paper, the multi-layer and multi-channel welding
process and trajectory of robot are studied. The results
show that the planning path is basically accurate, which
can effectively modify the welding parameters of the weld,
and accurately determine the position of each welding gun.
The results also show that the error is small, and that the
multi-layer and multi-pass welding path basically achieves
the expected effect.
1. With the welding process, the cross section of the weld
bead is closer to the parallelogram.
2. The bottom diamond weld bead welding needs to
reduce the welding angle properly to avoid wall
collision.
3. Each weld is well formed, and the workpiece has a
good forming appearance after welding. It overcomes
the problems of low production efficiency and poor
quality stability in the manual welding production
mode of the existing welding robot.
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